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        It's time to Grup' Em app!    
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Never miss a word again during your guided activities.
    Communicate easily with your participants: tourists, customers, students, guests or whoever you want.

Install GRUPEM and give your smartphone the powers of a radio guide.

CHEAP - SIMPLE - FAST

Our app is a real audio system for guided tours, in fact it allows you to use any Android or Apple smartphone as a normal tourist audio guide. Furthermore, with the in-app chat you can share text and photographs of your tour experiences with your guest.

Add the number of participants, share the numerical code or the QR code. PLAY! Simple, isn't it?

From now on you will no longer need traditional audio systems with earphone rental for guided tours. Thanks to the Grupem app you will simply use your smartphone.
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Create your experience in few simple steps.
    Grupem is convenient to use. Create a session, add participants, don't forget photos and description, PLAY!

Thanks to its technology, our app will allow you to use your Android or iOS smartphone as a real radio guide with advanced functions. Furthermore, to expand your offer, you can share it through your social channels.
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                Chat with photos and messages
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                Available in 5 languages
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                Add last minute attendees
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                Hygienic and sustainable
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                Promotes distancing
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And that’s not all.
    With Grupem , thanks to the 'Activity Details' function, you can create your own guided experience and have it previewed by your customers.

Take your photos and share them all directly from the app.

Your credits do not expire. You can use them whenever you want and if you feel particularly generous or simply don't know what to do with them, you can pass them on to a friend or collaborator who can't do without Grupem.
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                                        Are you looking for help? We are right here to assist you                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Infographics, video tutorials and FAQs galore. If you want a human contact instead, please write to us.
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        No spam, promise.    
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